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OPENING DOORS 

I look into darkness every time I sleep, 

But something takes a hold of me, 

And out of bed I creep, 

I tiptoe with my heart rising in my throat, 

Listening to the sounds  

of every thoughtful ghost, 

I wander in the darkness, 

Playing out a dream, 

A nightmare without end, 

Choking down my screams, 

I reach out, trembling, 

For the door that leads outside, 

To gaze upon the stars, 

That cast the only light, 

But then I wake and wonder, 

In the sheets soaked in my fear, 

What lies beyond the door, 

And leads me only there… 



 

 

 

PART ONE: 

Jason Greeves Investigates: 

A NIGHTMARE IN ASHTONBY 



 

 

Night of the Reaper 

 

Twin forked lightning lashed down from the heavens above. The air grew tense with the terror of an impending 

atrocity. The violence of nature marked some rift between unknown worlds, a conjunction of opposing planes 

spurting forth malevolence, seeking to rid itself of some dark spawned, lurking chaos. The balance was in 

turmoil. 

The rain fell with a fury, threatening to tear asunder the ground. This was not a night to be out in. Jason 

Greeves trembled feverishly behind the wheel of his car, as it swerved from side to side on the old Ashtonby 

Grange road. His eyes were wide and alive with the hint of danger and despair. Madness taxed his weariness. 

He was afraid. He had cause to be fearful. The malignancy of the night followed him, like a living entity 

craving revenge. Evil, in its bitterness, for whatever transgression this soul had been responsible for, was poised 

to strike. The response chosen was both tangible and real, and all too apparent. 

Thick, black clouds choked the sky above. The serpent tongue spat forth again, splitting a tree, sending 

splinters of burning wood in every direction. The body of that lumbering elm toppled and fell across the road, 

blocking Greeves’ way. An unseen force pushed him spitefully forward, promising doom. A screech of the 

brakes resounded throughout this hellish night like some demonic hound in dire agony. Too late! 

The car hit the fallen tree and spun wildly out of control, inviting the arms of death to claw at the unfortunate 

passenger within. Greeves fought to steady the spiralling vehicle but was unable to do so. This vengeful night 

enacted a twisted justice. The car rolled violently over and over, down a long slope at the side of the road. 

Jason Greeves was not yet ordained to die. Through some miracle he was thrown from the vehicle before it 

fell to oblivion. As the car exploded some ways below, the sounds cutting the night like an invasive curse, 

Greeves lay unconscious at the edge of the road, bleeding profusely from a graze on the side of his head. The 

turbulent tears soaked deeply into his clothes, his body and his wounds as he lay there lost in the repose of the 

damned. 

 

The Ashtonby Grange lay strangely quiet and devoid of life. Silhouetted against a full moon, the house 

appeared ominous and striking, like an ancient relic contained in the miasma of its own decaying shroud. 

Cruelly set upon by the labours of time, the old stone showed age and nature’s uncaring abuse as a mark against 

the ravages of forces from which the structure had no defence. Amidst the tumultuous surroundings, the 

dwelling was disturbing, as the dark trick of nature played a cacophony of ill-matched and bewildering tunes to 

the tempestuous fury of her most furious gamble. The landmark reeked of history both unfortunate and bloody. 

The door to the house had been callously smashed off hinges, which were sorely set upon to hold such a weight 

against the toils of the curious display going on all around it, or from the callous disregard of the occupants 

from a past that frowned with bitterness. The wind and the rain ran the course of the hallway unabated, the 

house lacking the shield of even such misguided occupancy to maintain the dwelling in its former glory. The 

Ashtonby Grange was eerie. A three-storey, eighteenth century, country mansion wrinkled with age and 

prolonged abuse. Several windows were smashed to oblivion, the traces of glass lost to the uncared for growth 

of the gardens, strangled in the reclamation of weeds and briars that had swelled against the careless 

manipulations of man. Those jagged remains not so open to the wash of the rain were stained dark. Blood? The 

decay and abandonment had left the dwelling sorely lost. The vacant impression of the house retained a curious 

melancholy demeanour that cried with the emotions of a living presence. The defiance of the structure buffeted 

against the forces opposing its increasingly fragile existence, leaving a sense of foreboding and hatred that 

could never be diminished even in the face of such crumbling finality. Ashtonby was lost. Forlorn and 

desecrated. The place was a dark impression in a dream of surreal foreboding that did not hold to this reality 

with any persuasion. 

 

The wide-beamed lights of a car cut the darkness, shafts of hope driven through the gloom. The windscreen 

wipers worked furiously to keep the forward vision of the occupants clear on the Ashtonby Grange road. The 

rain seemed to fall in rivers of water that passed over all uncompromisingly to contest this intrusion. 

‘This man of yours... what’s his name... er, Greeves?’ 

The car jerked as it hit a rough spot on the rain-washed road. 



 

 

‘He’s not my man. He’s my associate, Jason Greeves. What about him Major?’ retorted Jonathan with some 

impatience. 

The old Major, Denis J Selby, regarded the weather with a foul look of contempt before replying. This 

terrible night was disturbing. In all of his years, he had seldom witnessed such unruly weather. The tenacity of 

the storm was almost malignant. 

‘Is he prone to such dramatics? I mean, summoning people out in the middle of such a godforsaken night, to 

a house in the back of beyond, without so much as an explanation?’ 

Young Jonathan Mills was put out by the Major’s lack of tact concerning his associate. More so, because he 

doubted Jason's sanity at times himself. 

‘If Jason summoned us out in this ungodly weather then he must have had a good reason,’ shouted young 

Mills. If the Major noticed that the curtness of his manner was less to do with the conditions they faced and 

more to hide his own irritation, he merely shrugged. 

The car swerved violently on the road. Jonathan's attention was taken from controlling the vehicle, long 

enough for other powers to go to work. He fought frantically to regain control. The windscreen wipers 

continued to go full out, inadequate to oppose the storm as the rain spat with ever increasing vigour. Jonathan 

barely stopped in time as he saw a figure stumble out onto the road, an apparition in a torrent of water that made 

him appear almost conjured in reflection from the stream enveloping the car. 

‘Good God!’ he shouted, as he turned the wheel and jammed hard on the brakes.  

The car skidded and came to a dead stop! There was a bump and a bang as two of the tyres burst. An 

alarming hiss came from a third. The road was splintered with the debris of a fallen tree. Jonathan and the Major 

were jostled about like tools in a toolbox. 

‘Are you… are you alright, my lad?’ enquired the Major in as sympathetic a manner as he could possibly 

muster, while rubbing his own head to ease the nagging pain inflicted on him by a bruise he received during the 

abrupt halting of the vehicle. He had knocked his head rather roughly on the dashboard. 

‘Why in heavens name did you stop the car?’ 

Jonathan was just coming out of a daze. 

‘A man... a man on the road,’ he said, shaking the haze from before his eyes.  

The Major instantly forgot about his own pain. He grabbed his umbrella and jumped from the car to 

investigate. The wash of the rain drenched him to the skin so instantly; he might as well have been wading 

through a river. Still, he was never one to dwell on misfortune, and reacted quickly in times of stress or 

discomfort. Jonathan was out behind him in an instant, jolted to action by the reaction of the Major. 

The single unbroken headlight of the car pierced the pitch darkness of this lonely road. A man lay face down 

while the rain continued to fall with brutal vigour, impervious to his perilous state. The Major stooped down 

and turned him over. He let out a frightful groan of dismay and the Major had to struggle with the fury of the 

rain washing over his eyes. Jonathan slid on the slick surface of the road but managed to retain his footing. 

‘Easy lad,’ whispered the Major as if trying to comfort a wounded soldier, which was his fashion when 

dealing with things of this nature, that is to treat them militarily as a result honed from years of service to his 

country. 

‘Jason!’ exclaimed young Mills on seeing the bloody face of his associate. He began a fit of hysterics, 

panicking against recognition. 

‘Calm down, man,’ shouted the Major. He examined Greeves with the little knowledge of medical aid he had 

acquired in the service but the effort while necessary was probably inadequate beyond the obvious. 

‘Well, no bones broken. He appears more or less intact, except for that nasty gash on his forehead. We need 

help lad. Ashtonby Grange is nearest. Only about half a mile or so by my reckoning. We’ll have to carry him 

there, for I’m afraid your car has seen better days.’ 

The Major was blunt. Jonathan looked back at the car with a sense of dismay. 

‘Damn this infernal storm,’ shouted young Mills. He went to gather what belongings he could and then 

locked the doors. Not that anyone would come near it out here, or even want to in its present state. They pulled 

their coats tight about them. The Major unceremoniously discarded his umbrella and took one side of Greeves 

while Jonathan secured his belongings to his person and took the other side. 

Time crawled at a snail’s pace on the old Ashtonby Grange road. The prevailing wind did little to aid their 

cause. Struggling with the unconscious form of Jason Greeves, they clawed inch by inch against an unseen 



 

 

force, which appeared malignant and determined to drive them back. The slick surface hampered their efforts 

further. Finally, they were in sight of the Grange, and soon passed through the gates of Ashtonby. Those large, 

blackened, iron gates were rusted so badly it was hard to see what kept them in place as they groaned their 

disapproval in the wind above the cacophony of eerie shrieks and whistles. Perhaps they had once been 

majestic. Perhaps not. 

 

The Ashtonby Grange was quiet. Nothing stirred in this volatile weather. No light protruded from the windows. 

The house was creepy in the light of a full moon, which only evaded the shadows of thick dark clouds for an all 

too brief moment.  

The three, soaked, and low-spirited men moved up the path, though their wounded companion only did so 

through the combined efforts of Jonathan and the Major. Greeves gave a groan every now and then protesting 

his companions’ aid, while telling them he was still alive. They came to the door. All was intact. 

‘By Jove, I thought we would never make it,’ remarked the Major. 

Jonathan held his injured associate, while the Major took a moment to recover from the weight of their 

burden and rang the rather tarnished brass bell by the door. They could hear the ring resounding throughout the 

hallway inside. For a long time after, there was no sound, except for the howl of the wind and the torrential 

splash of the rain. Lightning flashed on some distant horizon momentarily out of sink with the loud boom of 

thunder that clapped in the dark clouds above. The Major tried again with grim impatience. He gave the bell one 

solid slam, which almost untethered the damn thing from its holder. Moments later the sound of footsteps called 

out in reply as they creaked along the floorboards inside. The flicker of candlelight could be seen approaching 

the door. The sound of a key turning in the lock and muffled curses were voiced in greeting. The door opened. 

An elderly gentleman, attired in a long, stained, sleeping frock and hosting a drooping hat upon his head 

stood before them with all the impatience of a snake in a fire. His features were wrinkled to the point of distaste 

and the stubble clung to his face in a miss-mash result of a prolonged bad shaving routine. His sleepy eyes 

revealed the difficulty the Major might have in communicating with the fellow. He seemed none too coherent at 

this late hour. He also did not take kindly to being woken, as an irate sneer curved his lips in contempt. 

‘Humph, can I help you?’ he murmured softly, restricting his voice to a gruff whisper. 

The Major could not see what there was to be quiet about and took offence at the man for no apparent reason 

other than first impressions. His voice boomed loudly in reply. 

‘Look my man; you’ll have to speak up if decent folk are to hear you! Would it be possible to see the Master 

of the house? We have need of shelter and medical attention for my friend here!’ 

The Major turned momentarily to point at Greeves, who shivered severely in the cold wind.  

‘No,’ shouted the old man. ‘You may not!’ He slammed the door. Jonathan and the Major stood there 

dumbfounded. 

Jason jumped as the pain cut through his skull. The Major turned red with anger as he assaulted the door and 

shook the bell to the point of exhaustion. Jonathan could almost see the vein forming in the Major’s forehead 

and could imagine the blaze of anger burning in his normally calm eyes. The old man returned to the door 

again. This time he held a double-barrelled shotgun in his hand that looked so old that the Major doubted the 

thing would fire. However, he recoiled a step in surprise. 

‘Get thee back to whatever hell spawned ye! I’ll not suffer your presence any longer,’ he spat fitfully. 

‘Darby... No!’ shouted a distinct feminine voice in alarm.  

A young lady appeared at the end of the stairs and came rushing up to the door carrying a candle on an ornate 

silver holder. She looked to be in her late teens or early twenties, with flowing red hair and a pale, almost 

anaemic complexion. Her features were finely chiselled, though her deep brown eyes betrayed signs of stress, 

and the strain of too many sleepless nights, which looked to have lasted for some time. She was weary but 

anxious and not just because of this Darby. Her thin lips were almost obscured when she frowned. She was 

lovely. A refined beauty who did not seem in the least marred by whatever troubled her. She was of average 

height and better than average build as she almost appeared to float across the floor in her silken nightwear, like 

a ghost in visitation. 

‘Milady? You should not be up at this frightful hour. The Master will be angry. I’ll see these demons of the 

night off,’ said Darby, turning slightly to keep both the young woman and the three men in sight. 

‘No, Darby. They are not demons, or any other wild invention of your own intoxication.’ 



 

 

Darby stepped back and lowered his gun. The young lady hit low. Her tone was educated and curt. 

‘But Missy, I’m sober,’ he protested. ‘I’ve only taken a wee one, for medicinal purposes.’  

The stench of alcohol was bad enough without Darby having to choose that moment to belch vulgarly. He 

regretted his outburst immediately in the face of the unsympathetic gaze of his mistress and the all but damning 

indictment of his inwardly betrayal. The old man continued to plead not to be judged so harshly in an 

incomprehensible and vain effort to find the right words. Meanwhile the three men were even more rain-soaked 

by the bitter lash of the weather. The time had passed for forgiveness, at least, from the washed out travellers. 

‘Go, Darby. Fetch some towels and blankets. Get Master Jeffrey up,’ she barked in polite disapproval, 

turning away and waving her hand in the air as old Darby breathed towards her. The smell of drink was 

overpowering and stale from prolonged use. She took a moment to let the frown dissipate. 

‘How can you ever forgive us? Do come in. Quickly, before the storm does even more damage than has 

already been done. I must apologise for Darby.’ 

Presently, a man came down the stairs, rubbing the sleep from his eyes and fastening up the last of his attire. 

Darby preceded him on the stairs, shuffling along in haste to make amends. He looked unsettled in his attempts 

to maintain his balance against the effects of what was far from just a wee drop. 

‘Good heavens! What is going on here, sis?’ he said in the same well educated though astonished tone of the 

young lady. 

‘Visitors in the middle of the night, and my lord, in such a wretched condition.’ 

The Major nearly slumped to the floor after releasing Jason again. He was drained from overexertion and the 

abuse of his temperament. Preserving his dignity, he said nothing rather than saying something he might later 

regret. 

‘My friend needs… help,’ gasped Jonathan with a forlorn expression of utter defeat. It was the man who 

turned to him. 

‘Well, let me have a look. What happened to him?’ 

Jonathan eased himself to a position between the man and his friend. 

‘It’s alright, Jeffrey is a doctor,’ reassured the young woman.  

Jonathan stepped back. He wasn’t in any condition to stand up to anyone right now. 

‘My name is Stephanie Reiker, and this is my brother, Jeffrey.’ 

The Major, who had calmed down considerably seemed almost to sigh in the face of this more benign 

approach. He bowed, kissed the lady’s hand, and smiled. Rogue. Jonathan rolled his eyes. 

‘I am Major Denis J Selby, retired, and these gentlemen are my associates, Jonathan Mills and Jason 

Greeves. I am sorry for the intrusion at this late hour and any difficulty we may be imposing on your household. 

Our car was damaged in the storm. Mr Greeves was lucky to survive the demise of his own unfortunate 

automobile. I do hope you can find room for us for tonight, and if perhaps you have a telephone I may use, I 

would be extremely grateful and definitely in your debt.’ 

The old Major weaved a renewed charm that was all at once mystifying to say the least as his demeanour 

changed; never pausing once to draw breath. He had captivated his audience with his gallant manner, adopting 

the picture of the perfect, inconvenienced gentleman. 

‘You are most welcome, sir. We will do more than just find you a room. We have ample space to 

accommodate you all. As for the phone… I am afraid the line must be down, for the confounded thing is quite 

dead,’ replied Jeffery as his sister cast him a furtive look. 

Darby returned at this time with towels and blankets. Jeffrey continued to fiendishly examine his patient, 

who did nothing more than groan at irregular intervals. Jason Greeves remained slumped in the hall beside the 

door, which Jonathan had pushed shut in the intervening moments. He shivered with the cold as a draught 

penetrated the protection of the house from some unattended crack and invited the caring gaze of Ms Reiker. 

‘Darby, prepare rooms for our guests. Get Mary Jane to help. Put Mr Mills and the Major in the east wing; 

and Mr Greeves can be taken to the room between Master Jeffrey’s and my own.’ 

Darby left at once to faithfully carry out his task, forcing some stability into his troubled gait, as he still 

hoped to make recompense for his questionable behaviour. Though tired, the cold pitch of night gave him 

enough of an edge to counteract any effect the alcohol might have had on him, compelling him to the point of 

alert compliance. He shivered as he disappeared up the stairs.  

‘I will show you to where you may change, and dry off. I’ll get Darby to fetch you some dry clothing.’ 



 

 

Jeffrey completed his examination of Jason. With Jonathan’s help, he carried him to his assigned quarters, 

satisfied that Mr Greeves was in no immediate danger. 

‘It will not be necessary to supply us with clothing, for I have brought some of the baggage from our car, and 

Mr Greeves is roughly my build.’ 

After depositing Greeves in reasonable comfort, Stephanie accompanied Jonathan to his room. 

‘May I ask what you were doing out so far on such an ungodly night?’ enquired Miss Reiker. 

Jonathan was weary and irritable, but suppressed his ill ease so as not to appear rude to his hosts. 

‘Do you not recognise Mr Greeves, my associate? We were on our way to supposedly meet him here – at 

Ashtonby Grange. None of you betrayed even the slightest hint of knowing him.’ 

Stephanie stared in bewilderment. 

‘I am sorry. I really do not know what you are talking about. Perhaps my father does. However, it can wait 

until morning, when you are better rested. Maybe then your friend will be able to explain.’ 

Jonathan accepted this as the final word on the matter. He saw something in her eyes that dared him to push 

the subject further, but at the same time warned him to be patient. He was tired, and just a little paranoid. 

Perhaps she was just as unsettled as he was in the aftermath of this disturbing night. 

 

The Major was the first to retire, accepting the hospitality of the Grange as if it were his right. He was always 

prone to exaggerating his importance and had enough of an ego to carry them all. His confidence was often 

mistaken as arrogance but Jonathan knew better. His eyes closed as soon as his head hit the pillow. Jason had 

been given something by the good doctor to help him sleep more easily. Without the constant stabbing pain to 

cause him discomfort he appeared none the worse for wear. Jeffrey had cleaned and dressed the wound, which 

had proved to be nothing more than a scratch in spite of initial fears.  

Jonathan had passed several rooms down the long hall at the top of the stairs and had been about to enter the 

room set aside for him when he heard voices across from where he stood. His natural curiosity took over and he 

moved to where he could better hear the conversation in spite of the fatigue that dogged his body. 

‘You seem to forget; I am still the Master of this house. You will do as I say. They are to be left untouched 

until I decree otherwise. Greeves has been brought to us. That is enough for now.’ 

The unknown voice was deep, gravelly, male and so very annoyed. Footsteps approached the door. 

‘We should end this charade now. This will never be over until the blood of the Guardian has been shed to 

feed the hunger of Xaorn. Greeves must die.’ 

The second voice sounded like Stephanie's, but Jonathan could not be sure. He didn’t dare stay listening any 

longer for fear of being discovered. He retreated quickly and as quietly as he could to the refuge of his room. 

There was nothing he could do for now. He was exhausted. Jason was incapacitated, and the Major, despite his 

soldierly bravado, would be of very little use to him. Answers would have to wait until Jason came round.  

Jonathan retired with a deeply troubled mind. Too much was happening too fast. He was confused, paranoid 

and haggard. He had the good sense to place a chair against the door even though he had been given a key to the 

lock. Jonathan was the last to succumb to his fatigue, falling into a large walnut four-poster bed. The bed was 

old but strong enough to hold him and quite a few others. He lay down into an uneasy sleep, his mind full of 

conspiracies and horrors lurking in the dark. Nightmares were inevitable. The prospect of seeing the light of 

dawn seemed too far off to surrender any hope of reaching morning. For a while, Jonathan fought to remain 

alert in spite of his rather lethargic response to the dangers around him. After several chilling and abrupt 

awakenings, necessity finally cloaked his mind in a deep sleep. 

Later in the night, Jonathan woke with a start. He had no idea how long he had been asleep and lurched so 

severely his heart threatened to explode from his ribcage. A cold sweat drenched his body in an unforgivable 

odour, and his mind was burdened with a fever as his eyes fought through the haze in the half-light of the room. 

He fingered the growth on his chin and ran a hand through his hair. The eerie light that penetrated the room was 

cast by the moon. A beautifully wicked pearl. 

The rain had since stopped, as had all other signs of the storm, leaving a light breeze in the aftermath to 

caress the hurt away. Something stirred in the shadows. Jonathan caught the movement out of the corner of his 

eye. He arched his head to see a menacing shadow, a full seven feet tall, nothing but a mass of darkness. 

‘Who... who are you?’ trembled Jonathan, his fear obvious. He was more afraid than he had ever been. More 

afraid than he should have been. 



 

 

Though Jonathan could see no face, he had the unnerving feeling this fiend was grinning at him. 

‘I am the Reaper. I am death,’ whispered this faceless form, its low tone scraping across Jonathan’s nerves. 

He rolled off the bed, backing away to keep it between him and this Reaper. 

‘What do you want?’ he cried. 

The air was noticeably stale. The silence between question and answer seemed infinite and unbearable as if 

all time had stopped to listen. 

‘Your soul...’ 

 

Jason Greeves stirred from an induced sleep. His head throbbed to the beat of some perverse composition. His 

stomach felt raw and empty. His vision took some time to go from a bad blur to not so bad – to I can see a little. 

The half-light he was forced to suffer was inadequate for his needs. Loss of blood and unfamiliarity left him 

nauseated and disorientated. He certainly wasn’t dead. The unbearable pain stood as testament to this fact. The 

pain annoyed him. The tightness in his stomach only served to irritate him more. He tried to get up, but was 

unable to force a reaction from his drugged limbs. It would be a while yet. He waited, wide-eyed, hands 

fingering the invisible curtain to tear away the veil over his eyes and stir some memory to tell him where he 

was. Slowly, his sight returned, but this did little to answer any of the questions he had. Finally he was able to 

sit up. A faint sound reached his ears. 

‘Who’s there?’ he said, painfully trying to clear the cobwebs from his mind. The light of the moon aided him 

little. 

A woman stepped from the shadows. She was naked and inviting. 

‘Do you remember me?’ she teased, but moved no closer. 

‘Yes,’ replied Jason. It was Stephanie Reiker. 

‘I am yours, and you are mine,’ she whispered, wetting her lips with her tongue. 

‘Not in this lifetime, honey,’ replied Jason flatly. 

‘I am the Guardian. I will not surrender. You cannot fool me Reaper. Be gone!’ 

Instantly the woman’s form melted away to leave only a tall shape cloaked in shadows. He touched Jason 

and was gone.  

Jason sighed and fell asleep. 


